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contents

FROM THE EDITOR

Spring. Rebirth,
Renewal & Regrowth

Leaping into spring, we watch as
Mother Nature transforms our bleak
and dreary landscape into one of renewal
and regrowth. To enjoy its full glory, we
visit the Canadian Tulip Festival in
Ottawa. As Easter approaches we take a
look at The World of Cacao and
Chocolate and visit some suppliers.
Orbi Montblanc fires off the opening
salvo in a series of articles about food,
and Konrad Ejbich offers the first of four
articles following the winemaker’s
calendar, check out From Vine to Wine.
Bees make an enormous contribution

to our food supply and Tawlia Chickalo
reveals some of the challenges they face
and what we can do to help. Make sure to
read Bees: To Bee or Not to Be.
In Outdoor Pursuits, Lillie Normile
explains the physical and social benefits
of golf, helping us to get back out there
in the fresh air.
Finally, I have a date for your diaries,
The Great Canadian Cheese Festival,
this June 4th and 5th. Surely a cheese
lovers’ paradise.
Happy reading!

Melissa

contributors
Celebrity chef Anna Olson is host of Bake with Anna
Olson, which airs on Food Network in Canada and follows
on the heels of her successful series Sugar and Fresh with
Anna Olson, which has aired in 40 countries worldwide.
She has authored seven bestselling cookbooks, including
her most recent book, Back to Baking.

Konrad Ejbich has been writing on wine for national
and international newspapers and magazines since
1979. His Pocket Guide to Ontario Wines, Wineries,
Vineyards & Vines was a Canadian bestseller. A new
edition is in the works, with a special focus on Ontario
vineyards.

Will Ryan is a graduate of the Ontario College of Art &
Design with 45 years of experience in interior design in
both residential and commercial. He was part owner of the
iconic Toronto store Anything Goes on Avenue Road. He
has lived in Canton, ON, since 1998 and his current
project is the renovation of the Walton Hotel in Port Hope.

Michelle Hauser is a newspaper columnist and freelance
writer. Her work includes contributions to CBC Radio,
Writer's Digest, The Globe and Mail, The Kingston
Whig-Standard and other publications. Her weekly column
'Laugh Lines' appears in a number of Postmedia Network
newspapers across Ontario. She and her husband Mark
live in Napanee, Ontario.

The former literacy co-ordinator for the Toronto District
School Board, Anne Preston is now retired and living
contently in The County. She is currently the chair of the
Written Word Committee of the Prince Edward County
Arts Council and employed at Books & Company in
Picton, ON. You can find her at the bookstore most
Sundays happily shelving books.

As a freelance writer, Sharon Harrison pens on various
topics, especially her love for gardening. She writes for
County and Quinte Living, Healthy Living Now, and
The Link, and is the garden columnist for the Wellington
Times. Sharon resides in a charming century home in
beautiful Prince Edward County, ON, where she explores
her interest in photography, and her fascination with
mosaic art.

Writers, photojournalists and fellow travellers:
If you like Grapevine's content and style, why not come and join us? If Art, Culture, Food and Wine are topics close
to your heart, then I would like to hear from you! Please drop me a line at melissa@grapevinemagazine.ca
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WINE 301:

the world of

CACAO &
CHOCOLATE

Chocobox Alibaba,
photo provided by Mercury Chocolates

Image by DPC

by Sharon Harrison

T

he world of chocolate has
evolved and grown significantly in recent years. Driven by consumer demand, a
changing demographic, a
more sophisticated and discerning palate,
chocolate has its trends. In the world of
dark chocolate, as with many gourmet
foods and fine wines, the finer the ingredients, the better the end product. The
craft of chocolate making can be difficult to master, and is not only considered
an art, but is also a science, where most
chocolate makers will say that working
with chocolate also commands significant
respect.
It all starts with the key ingredient in
chocolate: cacao. It is all about the bean.
Attempting to make chocolate with an
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inferior bean will produce an inferior
chocolate product. The cacao tree, once
found exclusively in the South American
rainforests, is now grown mainly in West
Africa. A number of different cacao cultivars are grown commercially, but typically there are three main groups used
in chocolate making, namely Forastero,
Criollo and Trinitario. The fast-growing
Forastero tree represents up to 90 percent
of the world’s cacao plantations.
The Criollo tree, grown in Ecuador, Papua New Guinea, Venezuela and the Caribbean, represents only about 10 percent
of global production. It produces fewer
beans per pod, and is considered a very
high quality bean, and is used to make the
finest quality chocolate. Grown in South
and Central America, as well as Asia, the

Trinitario, as its name suggests, originated in Trinidad, and is a hybrid of Criollo
and Forastero. It makes for a good quality
bean with the taste of the Criollo bean but
with a less intense aroma, and it has the
disease resistance of the Forastero.
In addition to the main three, a handful of
very specialized varieties exist, producing
extremely high quality and flavourful cacao beans, including the greatly-coveted
Porcelana. This rare tree, harvested just
once a year, almost became extinct, and
originating from northern Peru, it now
grows in small pockets throughout Venezuela. Porcelana is notoriously difficult to
farm due to the fragile and thin-skinned
pods, and they are very susceptible to disease, making this variety of bean highly
sought-after.
Much like creating a fine wine, where the
varietal, the terroir, the climate, the processing, and the blending all contribute to
produce a fine glass of vino, the process is
similar for cacao beans. From the moment
the large egg-shaped pods are harvested
from the cacao tree, every step in the process, from the sorting, drying, fermenting,
cleaning and the roasting, are essential to
ensure a quality product.
The ingredients in chocolate are prepared
from fermented and roasted cocoa seeds,
which are then ground to produce cocoa
powder, or blended to form cocoa butter

and cocoa solids. Unsweetened chocolate,
the purest of them all, is 100 percent cocoa paste, made up of 53 percent cocoa
butter and 47 percent cocoa solids with
no added sugar. Bittersweet chocolate is
usually about 35 percent cocoa paste, 27
percent cocoa butter with 38 percent added sugar. Semisweet chocolate contains
about 27 percent cocoa butter, 15 percent
cocoa paste with about 58 percent added
sugar. As more ingredients and fillers are
added to chocolate, as with milk chocolate and white chocolate, the benefits and
the taste of the cocoa are diluted, resulting in a less superior product. Milk, sugar,
butter, and lecithin do not make for a fine
chocolate. The finest dark chocolate will
contain four ingredients or less. In the
world of cacao, less is more.
The life of a chocolate maker is not an
easy one, at least not in the early years,

and it is not a profession recommended
for the faint of heart. It not only requires
a great deal of passion, but patience and
a lot of determination. Chocolate makers
and chocolatiers require a unique understanding of the many elements and skills
involved in the process, and it is not without risk as a considerable amount of time
must be invested in the business, and
where mistakes can be costly especially
when dealing with expensive or rare ingredients. While it may take years to perfect, once mastered, extraordinary things
can happen.
Festivals and events on everything imaginable to do with chocolate have become
popular in recent years. While there are
chocolate-themed events held in North
America, including the Toronto Chocolate
Festival, the serious festivals usually take
place in Europe. International chocolate

exhibition, Eurochocolate, the biggest
and most spectacular of all chocolate festivals, is held every October in the walled
city of Perugia in the central Italian region
of Umbria, and this year runs from October 14th to October 23rd. Baci, which
translates to “kisses”, are still exclusively
made in Perugia, where the original recipe
has remained unchanged since the 1920s.
The annual Torino Chocolate Festival, CioccolaTÒ, takes place every November in
Italy’s chocolate capital, in the baroque
Piazza San Carlo.
Whether you prefer cioccolato, chocolade, chocolat, or schokolade, chocolate
is the ultimate universal language.
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Quinn's of Tweed
Fine Art on the QT?
by Jeff Keary
Photographs provided by Quinn's of Tweed Fine Art Gallery

Handmade chocolates by Mrs. B's.
Over 30 varieties available

Artisan Chocolate
Showpiece: Made by
Chef Cyril Nebout at
Cylie Artisans
Chocolatiers

ditional ice cream and Italian gelato are
available during the spring and summer.
Open year round.
www.mrsb.ca
613.475.5644
The Nutty Chocolatier
(182 Queen Street, Port Perry, ON)
Featuring six Victorian-style shops across
central Ontario, The Nutty Chocolatier
has been in operation since 1988, and is
Ontario’s finest purveyor of hand-crafted truffles and chocolate specialties.
Sugar-free, gelatin-free and gluten-free
chocolates are available, as well as gift
baskets, corporate gift items, homemade
fudge, and a “create your own flavour”
frozen yogurt in the ice cream section.
Using only the finest imported Callebaut
chocolate from Belgium, their products
are made without preservatives in the
old-fashioned way.
www.thenuttychocolatier.com
905.985.0761

Mrs. B's Country Candy
(7 Prince Edward Street, Brighton, ON)
Conveniently located in downtown Brighton, Mrs. B’s has been making a wide
variety of traditional handmade Belgian
chocolate, and a fabulous assortment of
nut brittles, since 1999. Featuring both
wholesale and retail to 12 shops, Mrs. B's
has eight employees. Their higher-end
product line is called “Bellissima”. Tra-
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Cylie Artisans Chocolatiers
(204 Dalhousie Street, Ottawa, ON)
Located in the Byward Market in the Nation's capital, Cylie Artisans Chocolatiers
is the love story of chef pâtissier Cyril
Nebout and Leslie Yang. The duo has meticulously designed every detail of their
boutique, reflecting a perfect harmony
of Leslie’s Chinese heritage and Cyril’s
French background. From brand strategy
and packaging design, to the execution
of all the products, this team works to-

gether to produce exquisite works of art.
Each carefully crafted piece of chocolate is made in their shop using only the
finest ingredients. Different flavours are
regularly introduced to bring new inspirations to chocolate lovers' palates. Some
pieces are infused with Cylie's signature
line of organic teas, while others are infused with locally made spirits, such as
Wild Oak Whisky from Prince Edward
County's Sixty-Six Gilead Distillery. With
Chef Cyril's sense of flavour, balance and
artistry, corporate orders and wedding favours have been popular requests for this
young, growing business.
www.cyliechocolat.com
613.695.8887
Mercury Chocolates
(24 John Street, Port Hope, ON)
Mercury Chocolates is an innovative
chocolate shop and espresso bar located
in beautiful downtown Port Hope. Red
Seal Chef, Darren Johns, saw a need for a
full-range pure, dark cacao from 60 to 95
percent. Featuring Criollo cacao, the shop
showcases unique creations and flavour
pairings. A signature line of chocolate
cheesecakes were released in 2009. Authentic take-out Italian caffe is available,
as well as fresh-roasted coffee beans.
www.mercurychocolates.com
905.396.7758

M

onroe’s Mills evolved
into Hungerford Mills
only to be renamed
Tweed by James Jamieson in 1850, after
its Scottish namesake. Now the railway
connections are but a distant memory,
and Tweed may no longer be the primary
destination of yesteryear: more the kind
of place you pass through on trips elsewhere. Conveniently located on the scenic
route to or from Toronto to the nation’s
capital, the traveller is offered a couple of
gas stations, opportunities for a coffee or
a snack, a choice of restaurants for lunch,
a supermarket for stocking up for a weekend at the cottage, and an art gallery. Yes
an art gallery, and a very fine one at that.
Quite how Tweed attracted such an establishment is a question I address to curator Paul Dederer, who previously had
been professionally engaged in artistic
landscape design. Having travelled the
world pursuing his passion for fine arts
and photography, most particularly the
subset of opportunistic photography, Paul
determined Tweed to be in need of an art
gallery to fill in the cultural void between
Peterborough, Kingston and Prince Edward County. The Victorian building appropriately located at 345 Victoria Street,
opened following a four month refurbishment, five years ago. Since then business

Right: Painting by A J VanDrie
Friendship Lake (Acrylic) 18x24

Art brings to the
viewer many things.
Some see it as
decoration, some as
an investment.

"

Above: Painting by Jack Zhou
Early Autumn (Oil on Canvas) 36x48
Below: Painting by Laurie Near
CARMEN (Acrylic) 36x48

has been steadily growing with a twenty
two percent increase last year, which considering the parlous state of the economy
must be an achievement.
A centrally placed door divides the two
large display windows of this imposing edifice which dates from the 1880s.
Venturing forth gives access to cavernous space characterized by an ethereal
calm and tranquility: a cathedral like at-

mosphere in which paintings can sing.
Faintly in the background, can be heard
echoes of music: Miles Davis on my visit.
Six thousand square feet with impressive
twelve foot ceilings allow floor to ceiling hangings in the traditional style of a
French salon. Softly illuminated white
walls contrast with heritage green base
boards and architrave and an epic stripped
wood staircase forming the backdrop to a
multitude of original art works, all by professional Canadian artists and with strong
Canadian themes and material suffused
with overtly Group of Seven references.
The atmosphere is warm and welcoming
and Paul and his assistant Bev, achieve
the uncanny feat of furnishing a friendly
welcome which is neither overly effusive
or insincere. Rather they manifest the quiet reserve of a butler, always available but
never intrusive. Quinn’s ambience is that
of a private club where you do not have
to be a member to belong, a club where
paintings come first.
Mysteriously coffee appears and we
chat. “Why invest in original Fine Art?”
I challenge.
“Art brings to the viewer many things.
Some see it as decoration, some as an investment. More deeply art relaxes; it can
also be stimulating to heart and soul. Art
can leave us perplexed with regards to its
meaning or execution.”
Provocatively I suggest, “Yes but people
could buy a piece from a supermarket
nowadays.”
“Some people question the value of paying, often substantial sums of money, for a
picture. Why spend all that money when a
print can be had for a fraction of the cost?
Not at first thought is there an easy answer. Let’s face it; most people will not
view art much beyond “that looks nice” or
“yuck”, especially if we are only looking
to fill space on a wall at the cheapest possible rate.”
“So what is the value being purchased in

What is anticipatory
photography?
This is where the photographer’s
imagination perceives a future
scenario. The photographer sits
and waits until the predicted
events occur. In this case, Paul was
attracted to the graffiti and saw
several cats prowling in the
vicinity. Considerable patience
was required until the right cat
took up the correct position.
This and other of Paul’s works
can be seen at Quinn’s of Tweed
Art Gallery.

Right: Photograph by Paul Dederer
Black Cat & Graffito Rat 9x14
an original art work?”
“Real art comes from the talent, the expertise, the vision and soul of the creator.
When we come upon an original work of
art that speaks to us, money is not the driving factor, but the idea that this is the only
work like this in the world, that it pleases me, it touches my heart and I would
like to give this art a home. Clients often
say they never tire of looking at a certain
piece, but if someday they do, there is value in original art that is not usually found
in copies. So if you say goodbye to a real
painting, the proceeds can fund your next
treasure. We only offer original fine art,
because there is a difference.”
Quinn’s of Tweed provides the full panoply of services one would expect of a
professional gallery, framing with even
ornate European options, valuations, restorations, re-sales and consultations for
corporate of interior design purposes.
I am ready to leave, feeling better than
when I arrived, invigorated and strangely
at peace, having bathed in Quinn’s magical atmosphere. A parting shot, Paul teases me with news of great developments
in the near future, that for now I promise
to keep secret. Like General McArthur or
Arnold Schwarzeneger, “I will be back.”
Check www.quinnsoftweed.ca for details
of opening hours or call 613.478.0000

ERIC REYNOLDS
Chartered Accountant

6 Talbot Street, Suite 3
Picton, Ontario K0K 2T0

P: 613-476-7925
F: 613-966-3514
E: ereynolds@reynoldsaccountingservices.com

www.PictonAccountants.com
www.Belleville-Accountants.com
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DAY

TRIPPER:
Quest
for the
Ultimate
Garlic
by Michelle Hauser

Image by DPC

O
Lake Trout

ur couples’ car-trip quickly took on a stereotypical
configuration: men in front,
women in back. I handed
the directions to my husband: 761 Buttermilk Falls Road, north
on Deseronto Road, app. 20 km.
We were travelling with Gary Dault &
Malgorzata Wolak-Dault, our neighbours
and veterans of the Toronto arts community—painting, writing and poetry. Over
the past six years, the adventurous pair
has greatly expanded our cultural and culinary horizons. Malgorzata is a daughter
of Poland and she is also a high priestess
of the new food culture, a movement some
have defined as the “pursuit of food with
a better back story.” Turmeric, ginger and,
above all, garlic, are her answers to the
Holy Trinity.

She was looking for "perfectly-cured garlic with
just the right amount of crinkle" and told me
about her process for raw garlic tasting — serving
thinly-sliced garlic with tomato and olive oil to
"understand" the garlic.
A few years ago M. shocked me out of my
grown-in-China, grocery-store mediocrity and got me hooked on organic garlic.
She started bringing brown paper bags
filled with bulbs of French Rocambole to
my back door, along with a story or two
about the man who’d grown them. I began
to imagine the intellectual curmudgeon in
her stories as a cross between Henry Fonda and Oscar the Grouch—the very personification of a garlic bulb.
But last year The Garlic Man retired and
our supply was cut off. Malgorzata and
I were like addicts in search of a new
dealer. Last fall several clandestine leads
exchanged on pieces of scrap paper culminated in our road trip. Malgorzata had
sampled some new garlic, courtesy of Pat
at Season’s Fine Foods in Napanee, and
now it was time to get up close and personal with the new supplier.
We weren’t five minutes out of town
when marital secrets began drifting back
and forth between front and back seats.
At issue was Malgorzata’s extensive and
sometimes covert use of spice-based anti-inflammatories: “You put turmeric in
our tomato sauce!” Gary said, aghast,
followed by, “If you want to know things
about your wife, take her in somebody
else’s car for a drive.”
But the conversation quickly turned to the
business at hand: garlic. I asked M. how
she’d know if this new garlic was right for
her. She was looking for “perfectly-cured
garlic with just the right amount of crinkle” and told me about her process for
raw garlic tasting—serving thinly-sliced
garlic with tomato and olive oil to “understand” the garlic. “Can I try it, too?”
I asked, which was greeted by a warning:
“You might not survive it.”
After a brief but scenic drive we pulled
into the long driveway of the red-brick
century home belonging to Lisa Lloyd—

once a shepherd, now one of this region’s
increasing number of artisanal garlic
growers. We were greeted by Luna, an
11 year-old, retired Great Pyrenean cross
who now sees the Lloyd family as her primary flock.
At first glance, Lisa was the very opposite
of Malgorzata’s previous supplier: she is
young and glamorous with long, golden
hair. Her hands were serious, though, and
looked as if they’d done hard work in the
rich soil on Buttermilk Falls Road. As
Lisa later explained, “relentless weeding”
is essential to growing garlic successfully.
On the day of our visit, the season’s garlic had been fully harvested. The bulk
of Lisa’s four varieties—Music, French
Rocambole, Russian Red and German
Crystal—hung in bundles in the former
sheep barn. Lisa no longer tests garlic
raw, but offered her take on the differences, “French Rocambole and Russian Red
look very similar but the Russian is hotter—more intense, it hits you faster. The
crystal and music have the larger cloves.”
The cleaned bulbs were cradled in what
can only be described as a garlic nursery
made of old screen doors and barn-board
frames with chicken wire suspended from

Spring
...arrivals
Collections
. . . Red Coral
. . . Neon
Buddha
. . . Cut Loose
...and so much
more!

Accessories
. . . Fashion Handbags
. . . Unique Jewelry
. . . Hats & Scarves

23 MAIN STREET, BOX 910
BRIGHTON 613.475.6275
www.dragonflybrighton.com

I glanced at
Malgorzata who had died,
metaphorically-speaking,
and gone to garlic
heaven, exclaiming,
“This is the most beautiful
thing about garlic I have
ever seen!”
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“relentless weeding”
is essential to growing
garlic successfully.

Hanging garlic
Lloyd Farm, Buttermilk Falls Road
Napanee, Ontario
Photo by Mark Hauser

the ceiling of the barn. If you felt inclined
to sing ‘rock-a-bye-baby’ to the bulbs and
sway them to sleep, such a set-up would
make that possible.
The “simple operation” as Lisa described
it embodied a harmony and gentility that
seemed perfectly in sync with my dear
friend: I glanced at Malgorzata who had
died, metaphorically-speaking, and gone
to garlic heaven, exclaiming, “This is the
most beautiful thing about garlic I have
ever seen!”
Our quest for a better back story had led
us well beyond prose: in Malgorzata’s
words, this was “pure poetry.”
We left with three bags each and a promise to come back in June to see the garlic scapes which, Lisa explained put on a
show every spring with their long stalks
and elegant curls. And once again: one
adventure leads to another. That’s always
how it goes with day tripping.

with Konrad Ejbich
#CANhybridsrule
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Marquette, which did not exist when the
rules were written. Numerous growers have
planted some and are happy with the results, including Mike Todd of Coffin Ridge
Winery south of Georgian Bay, John-Paul
Adamo owner of Adamo Estate at the Hockley Valley Resort in Orangeville, Irwin Smith
at Ocala Orchards Farm Winery in Port Perry, Mario Testa at Willow Springs Winery in
Stouffville, Sandor Johnson at Potter Settlement Winery in Tweed, Janet and Tom Moul
at their Jabulani Vineyards in Richmond and
Christopher C. Van Barr at Kin Vineyards
near Carp. In Prince Edward County, growers include Kimball Lacey at Lacey Estates,
Pat Del-Gatto at Del Gatto Estates, Dave Gillingham at Domaine Darius, Alexandra Tam at
Terra Estate, winemaker Ben Jorge Vespa at
Harwood Estate, and Mike Traynor of Tray-

Kitchen

by Michael Olson
Photography by Michael Olson

Sausage Brunch Burger with
Espresso Caramelized Onions

A

#WineChat
Hybrid grape varieties do have merit
despite the disdain shown them by most
wine writers. From a grower’s vantage,
they survive brutal Canadian winters and
resist vine diseases. From a producers’
perspective, they achieve maximum sugar
levels earlier in the season and provide
higher yields per acre. When Vintner’s
Quality Alliance (VQA) was established
in 1988 to create standards for the industry, it banned all native labrusca grapes
but approved eight inter-specific crossings: Baco Noir, Chambourcin, Chancellor, Couderc Muscat, Maréchal Foch,
Seyval Blanc, Vidal Blanc and Villard Noir.
Before his untimely death, Prince Edward
County winemaker Richard Karlo lobbied
for the acceptance and approval of additional crossings, such as Frontenac and

Anna’s

nor Family Vineyards. The problem is that
wines produced from these grapes are
NOT permitted to carry the VQA symbol, which makes them virtually unsellable
in this province. I’ve heard complaints
from many sources that they deserve
VQA recognition, while older varieties
no longer farmed could come off the list.
So I asked Laurie Macdonald, Executive
Director of the VQA, what gives. It turns
out she has not had a single enquiry, let
alone a request to review their status and,
without an official request, she cannot initiate a review.
Well, growers, the ball is back in your
court.
Tweet me, @WineZone

relaxed Sunday Brunch at
home with good friends and
a brace of rosés for tasting
is a perfect way to celebrate
spring and this recipe is the
prescription for contentment. The notion
of coffee and onions came up innocently
while we were caramelizing onions and a
leftover shot of espresso left in our stovetop Mocha was the closest thing in reach
to deglaze the pan – the sweet of the onions is balanced by the sharp bitter and
rich toasty aroma of the coffee.
Serves 6
Sausage Patties Ingredients:
2 lbs. of mild Italian sausage meat
(casings removed)
1 large egg
½ cup of dry breadcrumbs
½ cup of grated Parmesan cheese
1. Blend together the sausage, egg, breadcrumbs and Parmesan, divide into 6 balls
and press between sheets of cling film to
suit the size of the buns. Cover and refrigerate until ready to cook.

Espresso Onions Ingredients:
1 tsp. of extra virgin olive oil
2 cups of thinly sliced white onions
½ tsp. of salt
2 oz. of espresso coffee

patty with a slice of cheese and a spoonful
of the espresso onions to melt the cheese
and warm the onions. Assemble the burgers onto toasted buns and top with lettuce
and mustard as desired.

1. Heat the oil in a heavy-bottomed pan
over medium heat and add the onions
and salt. Cook, stirring often, for about
20 minutes until the onions are soft and
golden brown. Add the espresso coffee,
stir and cook until the espresso has been
absorbed (and the caramelized bits pull
away from the bottom of the pan). Set
aside to cool, and chill until ready to serve
(can be prepared up to 2 days in advance)

Enjoy!

SideStreet Gallery
Local & Regional Artists • Custom Framing
and more...

Assembly:
6 wholegrain or egg buns
Monterrey Jack or Cheddar cheese slices
Lettuce leaves
Grainy mustard
1. Heat a greased grill pan or non-stick
skillet over medium heat. Cook the sausage patties about 8 minutes per side, until
an internal temperature of 155°F (68°C)
is reached. While still in the pan, top each

264 Main St. Wellington, Ontario
613.399.5550
sidestreet264main@gmail.com
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tors, and endless government reporting.
Vacation? Are you kidding?

From Vine to Wine (Part I)

It's a Vine T
Life...
by Konrad Ejbich

Winters in PEC can be more severe
than vines are able to tolerate.
When temperatures plunge to
-25ºC or lower, stumps and canes
freeze to death.
14 Grapevine Magazine | Spring 2016

he grape is a vine, a creeper.
It survives all terroirs but the
wettest ones. It needs to be
trained to stay in place. (Given
the opportunity, it might creep
right out of Canada to a more conducive
milieu...perhaps politically and bureaucratically as much as climatically.)
The vine must be pruned to focus its energy. It needs protection from adverse
weather, pestilence and disease. Different
grape varieties have varied life cycles and
all varieties intended to produce quality
grapes need constant attention.
Here, and over the next three issues,
we’ll explore that seasonal need for attention through the experiences of some
local growers. Keep in mind that vineyard
maintenance is just one of many facets of
managing a winery. Additional responsibilities include finding and hiring staff to
do all the chores, harvesting and fermentation, cellar and lab work, racking and
blending, barrel rotation, tank and line
cleaning, bottling and shipping, marketing, trade sales, retail shop supervision,
managing inventory, administering the
business, negotiating with banks or inves-

Image by DPC

Spring...
April, May and June are the vineyard’s
time to wake up. The land magically begins to transform itself from crusty and
barren, to mucky and miserable, to lush
and green. Near the end of this season,
young sprouts will burst into blossom
filling the land with a subtle, intoxicating fragrance that triggers the grower’s
dreams and hopes for a healthy and prolific yield.
Winter, however, is far from over. During
this seasonal transition from very cold
to very hot, a long period of instability
unsettles many growers even more than
during harvest. Especially in Prince Edward County (PEC), where growers face
an extra challenge not known in warmer
regions.
Winters in PEC can be more severe than
vines are able to tolerate. When temperatures plunge to -25ºC or lower, stumps
and canes freeze to death. The solution is
to untie some of the canes from the wires
soon after harvest, lay them carefully on
the ground and hill up several feet of soil
on top for protection.
But choosing the right moment to take
these hills down is the ultimate mug’s
game.
Once the ground warms up, the sap begins
to run. New buds need to be exposed to
air as soon as they sprout. If they sprout
beneath the surface, they will surely be
damaged when the earth is removed, but
if cleared too early, they risk a late killer
frost.
“There’s wackiness and lack of rhythm in

Closson Chase
Creating truly memorable
wine experiences

"

"

There’s wackiness
and lack of rhythm
in the weather and
in the ecosystem
itself...

the weather and in the ecosystem itself,”
says John Rode, co-proprietor of solar-powered Harwood Estates Vineyards
in Hillier.
Rode buries more delicate vinifera vines
for the winter, but not his hardier hybrids. Around the middle of April, he gets
ready to take down the hills by preparing
counter-measures for an unexpected chill.
He positions dozens of bales of hay all
around his vineyard. If the frost comes, he
reaches for a box of matches.
“Burning hay bales works,” he says, “but
you have to burn a lot of them.”
The smoke from smoldering hay creates a
ceiling over the vineyard, which reflects
back what little warmth is in the ground.
Just down the road, at Casa-Dea Estates
Winery, winemaker Paul Batillana monitors several weather stations but also relies on old-school wisdom.
“Typically, we get frost on the full moon
in April,” he says. “It always seems to
come just about the time we want to take
the hills down, so we wait till that’s over.”
Over at Huff Estates Winery, vineyard
manager Alex Hunter isn’t quite as convinced as others on the benefits of burning
hay bales. “As the heat rises,” he says, “it
only invites more cold air to move in to
fill the gap.”

Typically, we
get frost on the full
moon in April,” he
says. “It always seems
to come just about
the time we want to
take the hills down,
so we wait till
that’s over.

"

www.clossonchase.com
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Once the new
shoots have a few
leaves, you have
to protect them
before funguses
settle in.

Hunter depends on the winery’s three
large wind machines installed in the estate
and South Bay vineyards. They are programmed to kick in before frost can attack
the vines.
Natural topography helps winemaker
Keith Tyers combat frost at Closson Chase
Vineyards. The winery has two properties straddling Closson Road on the west
side of Chase Road. The more elevated
‘Churchside Block’ on the north side of
the road slopes gently, draining chilly air
into the older vineyard on the south side.
Any pooling of frost in the lower ‘South
Clos’ would be very costly, so the winery
installed its wind machine at the edge of
this site, directing cold air further away
into a nearby marsh.
Before switching on his fan, Tyers monitors countless websites, including The
Weather Network, Environment Canada,
Acu-Weather, Farm Zone, and perhaps,
half a dozen others. For all PEC growers,
this is a never-ending necessity.
Spring is primarily about unburying vines
and monitoring for frost, but it’s also
about clearing away dead wood, training
new shoots up onto the wires to get them
off the ground early, and initiating a good
spray regime to ensure a healthy flowering.
“You need to start early,” Tyers says.
“Once the new shoots have a few leaves,
you have to protect them before funguses
settle in.”
As June rolls through and the flowers finish blooming, it’s time for growers to prepare for the oncoming ravages of summer.

"

Uncork. Unwind.
Unmatched.
Tasting Room
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Guided Tours

Oeno Gallery

Winemakers Suite

Huff Estates: a special place in Prince Edward County.
Discover fine wines at Huff Estates Winery, contemporary
art at Oeno Gallery and first class accommodations at the
Inn, all in one unmatched location.

..art, wine and accommodation go
naturally together. — Lanny Huff

Winery: 613-393-5802
Inn: 613-393-1414
www.huffestates.com
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Bees,
To Bee or
Not to Be
by Tawlia Chickalo,
pheylonian bee works
Photography by Donna Edmonds

T

his well known phrase
brings up an important reality that puts a different buzz
on the statement. I do events
and shows year round and
the most important question I am constantly asked is “How are the bees doing?”
My response covers the negative and the
positive.
Yes, most bee industries globally have
been affected modestly or severely. One
blessing in the demise of bee colonies
globally is the attention that has been
brought to their plight, which has caused
research to define what the key issues
contributing to the situation are. It is not a
simple solution, as the problem has various causes. The other blessing in disguise
is that the bees are actually like the canaries in the coal mine. They are indicators
of a larger picture that is affecting all of
humanity.

Albert Einstein identified decades ago that
if all the bees in the world died, humanity
as we know it would last but four years.
Honeybees are responsible for upwards of
one third of the produce harvested for our
consumption with wild bees and other insects lending a hand. It’s not only the bees
that are suffering.
Pesticides in general weaken the immune
systems of bees, as do digital frequencies
that have encircled our world. GMO’s
are another contributor as they change
the molecular structure of the nectars and
pollens produced, but the largest culprit is
a chemically engineered pesticide incorporated into many large scale crops such
as corn, soybeans, canola, etc. They are
called Neonicotinoids and the wickedness of this man made substance is that
any insects landing on one of these plants,
and eating of its nectars and pollen has
their health compromised. A bee with a
bad belly does not want to harvest. Certain countries in Europe were the first to
limit its use, followed recently by Canada.
If these genes affect bees and insects so
significantly, I often wonder how the consumption of the crops from those seeds
actually affects us as humans. Probably
something we will identify in a decade or
more from now. There is much information about this online, and even petitions

about banning neonicitinoids.
One of the problems that has to be fixed
within the beekeeping community is the
use of strong chemicals within the hive to
control Varroa mites. This is a huge contributor to hive loss as these substances
are actually neurotoxins. A beekeeper told
me this story at a convention and it was
simple to understand. He asked me what
the bees do when the scout bee comes into
the hive and does his little dance to tell
the other bees where there is a good crop
to harvest. My response was, “They go
and get the nectar and pollen”. “NO, no,
no” he said. Feeling silly I asked “What
do they do?” “They go to the acquisition
department of the hive and depending on
how far they were instructed to go, they
have to eat to fill up their bellies to go that
specific distance, just like you would put
gas in your car. Neonicitinoids are a petroleum based substance, so it permeates
into the beeswax structure of the hive that
the bees are born into and live in. Neurotoxins affect the brain and when you understand that the bee goes out with a radar
like function, if she is off their mark by a
few hundred yards, there may be no nectar where they went, and their tank is now
empty. This is one of the primary contributors to CCD (Colony Collapse Disorder).
It’s not that they die in the hive, they just
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Albert Einstein
identified decades ago
that if all the bees in the
world died, humanity as
we know it would last
but four years.

When words become
unclear, I shall focus
with photographs.
When images become
inadequate, I shall be
content with silence.
- Ansel Adams

Bee Keeping Advocates - beesarelife.ca
EU Bans Neonicitinoids bbc.com/news/world-europe-22335520
North American Pollinator Protection
Campaign - pollinator.org
Ontario Beekeepers Association (OBA) ontariobee.com

"

Sharing
the Art of
Photography

Image by DPC

don’t make it back! ” This made so much
sense to me.
Neonicotinoids are chemically similar to
nicotine and are very toxic to insects. A
study in England has determined bees (including honeybees) are actually attracted
to neonicotinoids, much like humans who
can’t stop smoking.
On the brighter side, beekeeping practices
are being refined to minimize this reality
and society at large is demanding fewer
chemicals in our environment. There is
also a resurgence of the industry of beekeeping with much younger beekeepers.
The rise in small Apiaries having 10 to 50

hives is growing quickly. Cities and urban communities are actively welcoming
hives back into parks and community gardens. The Royal York Hotel has a thriving community of bees on the roof, where
they grow herbs and vegetables that go
directly into the hotels cuisine.
An Ontario organization called ‘Bees are
Life Inc.’ conducts workshops to train
beekeepers and hosts various workshops
where children and adults can acquire a
better understanding of bees. Beekeeping associations are also available everywhere. Check OBA (Ontario Beekeepers
Association) for local associations. There
is a North American organization called
The Pollinator Project which shares
awareness and education about bees and
how we can create healthier environments
for bees.
Canada has the second largest volume of
land in the world and the growth of our
bee industry is a very tangible development, making good use of otherwise uncultivable terrain and a great opportunity
for creating employment in rural areas.
One of the benefits of these initiatives
for bees is that it will ultimately create a
healthier environment for us and our children in the future.
For more information on the topics presented here, visit purebeeworks.com and
read ‘What’s the Buzz’ which expands on
the benefits of beeswax, honey, pollen,
propolis and royal jelly.

After 32 years, the Napanee Photo Club continues to inspire members
by Christine Peets

A

n interest in photography that
goes beyond taking simple snapshots: that’s what brings together
members of the Napanee Photo
Club (NPC) and inspires them
to develop their photographic art. This is
achieved through programs, competitions,
and an annual juried exhibition. The club
was founded in 1984 by a small group
of local photographers and now attracts
members from many other communities.
“What I think appeals to many, and what
perhaps sets our club apart, is our diversity,” says president Dave Sigman. “Our
members range from novice to professionals, with an interest in all kinds of photography and subject matter. We share information on making our print and digital
photography better, so we all learn from
each other and from our guest speakers.”
Since he and his wife Kathy joined the

club Dave says their photography skills
have continually developed because of
new ideas being constantly presented by
others and from the on-going improvement of the quality of the work. Travel
photography is one of Dave’s passions
and he enjoyed the opportunity to present
his and Kathy’s photos of their trip to India at a club meeting.
Presentations from members and guest
speakers are part of the club’s programming as are theme nights and in-club competitions. No actual instruction is provided, but, according to the club’s website
(www.napaneephotoclub.ca) “Programs
and challenging competitions provide an
atmosphere of continual development and
inspiration, consistent with the philosophy of promoting the art of photography.
By regularly showing work with that of
other photographers, a subtle peer pres-
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Timber Wolf
Photograph by Bill Bickle

Zoey
Photograph by Cathy Vanner
Indian Woman
Photograph by Dave Sigman

Holy Man Varanasi
Photograph by Dave Sigman

"

The fact that we have people willing to come to our club from a
bit of a distance says a lot about the club. We have created a friendly
and welcoming atmosphere since we began and we continue
to have a lot of fun with all that we do.
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Keely
Photograph by Cathy Vanner

sure emerges leading the photographer to
continually look for fresh approaches.”
It is the competition and exhibition opportunities that draw many to the NPC. Bill
Bickle and Cathy Vanner live in Belleville
and regularly have displayed their work
in those communities and elsewhere. Bill
says the competitions have inspired him
to do better work.
“I am competitive by nature, which is the
driving force behind my success and my
desire to improve and be the very best I
can be,” he adds. “I am always looking
into the depth of a scene or understanding the subject I am photographing.” Bill
likes the solitude of being outdoors and is
drawn to photographing birds and animals
in their natural surroundings, especially
when he can capture what he calls a “special encounter.” He nurtures his competitive spirit by entering several national and
international competitions each season
and submitting photographs to magazines
for publication.
For Cathy, it was the variety of subject
matter and the opportunity for wider exhibition of her work that drew her to the
NPC, which she says has a reputation of
having one of the best annual exhibitions
in the area.
“I was intimidated at first, but I’ve learned
more, as members shared their skills and
talents,” she says. “I am now a very active
photographer and I appreciate all that I’ve
learned from the club.”
Cathy’s favourite photography subject is
people. “I love to capture their beauty,
their personality, and charm, and their resilience. I love street photography as well
as studio and outdoor portraiture. Personally, I love to do the shoot and make the
connection with the person. I enjoy the
images and when there is a connection,
there is meaning. My images mean a lot to
me and hopefully to my subjects as well.”
Cathy has exhibited many of her portraits
and appreciates the variety in the annual
Art of Photography show and sale in October. This juried exhibition is the high-

What I think appeals
to many, and what
perhaps sets our club
apart, is our diversity,” says
president Dave Sigman.
“Our members range from
novice to professionals,
with an interest in all kinds
of photography and
subject matter...

"

light of the year for many club members,
some of whom may not have had their
work judged by experienced artists and
photographers. For many years the show
was at the local museum and now the photographs are displayed in the Community
Corridor gallery at the hospital in Napanee. This gives the public an opportunity to view the month-long exhibition and
take advantage of the chance to purchase,
or perhaps win, a unique piece of art. The
exhibition is widely viewed and wins
much praise, which gives members an exposure for their work that they might not
otherwise have.
Sharing a passion for the art of photog-

Snowy Egret
Photograph by Bill Bickle

raphy is the main goal of the NPC. More
information, including details about the
club’s monthly meetings is on the website, www.napaneephotoclub.ca. More
than 75 percent of the membership regularly attend meetings usually held in Napanee, even though many of them do not
live there. “We have folks that come from
the Belleville, Kingston, Prince Edward
County, and other areas, Dave says. “The
fact that we have people willing to come
to our club from a bit of a distance says
a lot about the club. We have created a
friendly and welcoming atmosphere since
we began and we continue to have a lot of
fun with all that we do.”

FAVOURITE BRANDS & HOTTEST TRENDS

Betsey Johnson | Silhouette | RayBan | Maui Jim | J.F. Rey,
Serengeti | Acuvue | Oakley | Tom Ford | Vanni | Gucci

324 King St., East, Kingston
613.549.2020

Brands including: Silho uette, Carerra, and mo re.
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For 32 rolls
Prep time: 35 min
Cooking Time: 5 min
Difficulty: medium
Ingredients:
⅓ cup of rice vinegar
¼ cup of sugar
2 tablespoons of mirin
2 teaspoons of salt
2 cups of short grain rice, rinsed,
drained and cooked
4 sheets of nori, lightly toasted
2 ounces of smoked salmon
2 ounces of tamagoyaki
(Japanese Rolled Omelette)
2 ounces of kanpyo
(dried shavings of calabash)
2 ounces of pickled daikon
2 ounces of Japanese cucumber
2 ounces of sliced avocado
Method:
1. In a small saucepan bring vinegar, sugar, mirin and salt to a boil. Cook and stir
until sugar dissolves. Let cool.
2. Spread the cooked rice in a large shallow dish. Sprinkle half the vinegar mixture over the rice and toss with a fork. Add
the remaining liquid and toss again. Cover
with a damp cloth and refrigerate for 45
minutes.
Image by maXx

FutomakiSushi
with omelette, salmon,
avocado and cucumber

3. Place rolling mat on work surface with
shortest side closest; place a nori sheet,
shiny side down, on mat. With wet fingers, press one quarter of the rice evenly
over nori, leaving 1-inch (2.5 cm) border
on far side uncovered.
4. Top with one quarter of the smoked
salmon, tamagoyaki, kanpyo, pickled daikon, and Japanese cucumber, and avocado.
5. Holding filling in place with fingers,
tightly roll mat over filling. Using mat as
guide, roll up firmly, squeezing to compress. With sharp wet knife, trim ends; cut
into eight 1/2-inch (1 cm) thick slices. Repeat with remaining ingredients.
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by Anne Preston

photograph by Norman Markland

I

n spring, our thoughts
turn to gardening, longer
days filled with daylight,
and of course the Prince
Edward County Authors
Festival. This year, the festival
is marking its 20th anniversary.
This special anniversary celebration will take place at Books
& Company from April 13th –
17th. This column highlights
some of the talented Canadian
writers who will be participating in the festival as well as
other great reads that will be released this
spring. For more information about the
festival go to www.pecauthorfest.com or
phone 613.476.3037
At the Festival:
The Prison Book Club
by Ann Walmsley
A friend of Ann Walmsley asked her
to participate in a new venture - a book
club in the men’s medium security prison at Collins Bay. She signed on and for
18 months met with a group of heavily
tattooed book club members. The Prison
Book Club follows six of the book club
members, from Frank the gunman to Ben
and Dread the drug dealers, and explores
how the book club changed their lives,
both in prison and after their release.
Broken Promise and Far from True by
Linwood Barclay
The first of a three-part series, Broken
Promise is set in the troubled town of
Promise Falls in upstate New York. Nine
months later the second book, Far From
True, will be released and in another nine
months the third and concluding novel
of the series. A must read for fans of this
best-selling author.

vating story of a quest for meaning, told in three intersecting
narratives. Covering a span of
85 years from the early 1900’s,
the novel touches the lives of
three individuals and their families. Witty and enticing, Yann
Martel`s new novel explores the
import of belief and the significance of great love and great
loss.

Stalin’s Daughter
by Rosemary Sullivan
The winner of the RBC Charles Taylor
Prize for non-fiction, Rosemary Sullivan has written a compelling portrait of
Svetlana Alliluyeva, the daughter of Josef
Stalin. Born in 1926, Svetlana Alliluyeva
spent her youth inside the Kremlin. Eighty
five years later, she died alone and impoverished in rural Wisconsin. Rosemary
Sullivan tells the story of a young woman
who fled halfway around the world to escape her birthright.

I’m Thinking of Ending Things
by Iain Reid
"I’m thinking of ending things. Once this
thought arrives, it stays. It sticks. It lingers. It’s always there. Always."
A woman embarks on a road trip with her
boyfriend Jake. An unexpected detour
finds them stranded in a deserted high
school. In his debut literary fiction, author
Iain Reid explores the depth of fear, human psyche and relationships. A haunting
novel.
New Releases:
The High Mountains of Portugal by
Yann Martel
The High Mountains of Portugal is a capti-

Precious Cargo: My Year of
Driving the Kids on School
Bus 3077 by Craig Davidson
Craig Davidson, the acclaimed author
of Rust and Bone and Cataract City, has
penned a tender memoir chronicling the
year that he almost abandoned his dream
of becoming a writer and drove a school
bus full of special needs children. An extraordinary story of that year and a reflection on the manner in which we perceive
and treat persons with special needs.
The Pharos Gate: Griffin and
Sabine’s Missing Correspondence
by Nick Bantock
The tale of Griffin and Sabine was an international sensation that spent over 100
weeks on the New York Times best seller
list over 25 years ago. This edition is the
final volume in the Griffin-Sabine love
story, with beautifully illustrated postcards and removable letters. This tale will
delight fans and a new generation of readers.
These books and more can be purchased
at Books & Company at 289 Main Street
in Picton, online at www.pictonbookstore.
com or at any independent bookstore.
Happy Reading!
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the wonder of

WALKING

Boutique Bed & Breakfast
MOTHER'S
DAY TEA
Call for
Reservations

by Sharon Harrison

Walking is man's
best medicine.

"

- Hippocrates

"

Family Functions • Weddings
Special Events • Business Meetings
Afternoon Teas (details on website)

Did You Know?
Image by DPC

By Lillie Normile

The beauty of
walking is in its
simplicity.
It does not matter
if you are nine years
old, or 90—
anyone can do it.
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F

irst-time parents anxiously await
baby’s first steps. The process begins with crawling on all fours,
progresses from four limbs to two,
as balance improves, confidence
is gained, and a standing position is attempted. From nine to 18 months of age,
parents watch in amusement as babies
wobble and stumble, struggle with balance, all in a defiant attempt to take those
initial steps. Walking takes practice, and
after a few tries, the concept is eventually grasped, with some taking longer than
others to master the skill, as muscle control is learned and coordination develops.
Our feet, as well as our bodies, were
meant for walking, and as a species we
are designed that way. Sometimes we
take it for granted, or we simply forget
how our bodies are constructed to undertake this very natural form of movement.
Walking provides us with many benefits,

not only for the body, but for the mind,
too. But somewhere along the way, many
of us have forgotten about the wonder of
walking. There really is no excuse not to
get outside to use the legs we were born
with. They were made for walking. And
just like many things, if you do not use it,
you may lose it—or it may become more
difficult to use. Walking has to be the easiest thing we can do for ourselves, and it
is also the least expensive—although it is
recommended you invest in a good quality
pair of walking shoes.
The beauty of walking is in its simplicity.
It does not matter if you are nine years
old, or 90—anyone can do it. And do not
think you have to be fast on your feet,
an Olympic athlete, or feel compelled to
complete an eight kilometre trek to reap
the benefits: every little step makes a difference. You do not have to be a serious
power walker, although maintaining a

As walkers we are blessed with many walking trails in Ontario. Canada's Capital
Region has over 300 kilometres of walking paths. Further West in Lanark County the Purdon Conservation Area offers 16,000 orchid blooms for 3 weeks in
June. Truly a spectacular site worth visiting.

1725 Old Highway 2, Belleville, K8N 4Z2
613-966-1028 • 1-866-466-6876
innkeepers@montroseinn.ca
montroseinn.ca

North of Kingston, walkers can enjoy 394 hectares at Little Cataraqui Conservation. On the site walkers can explore areas of marsh, field and forest. Spring
time finds maple syrup being produced. Public washrooms and picnic areas
are available.
Presquile Provincial Park in Brighton is a birdwatchers paradise with over 320
species being identified. A one kilometre boardwalk trail can be accessed to
explore the largest protected marsh on the north shore of Lake Ontario.
At Ferris Provincial Park near Campbellford, walkers travel over a pedestrian
suspension bridge spanning the Trent River Gorge. Ten kilometres of trails
allow walkers to view forest, riverside settings, spring wildflowers and beautiful
fall colours.
Bon Echo Provincial Park; highway 41 north of Cloyne has seven trails from
easy to difficult to explore. Trails vary in length from one kilometre to 17
kilometres. The 100 metre high Mazinaw Rock features over 260 Aboriginal
pictographs. Dogs on leash are permitted on your walks.
Durham Conservation Area has several trails along the Saugeen River. Gunpit
Trail, Riverview Trail and Cedar Ridge Trail all offer different experiences. Pack
a picnic lunch and enjoy the day.
Throughout Ontario trails exist to peak many interests. Lace up your walking
shoes and explore!

Serving Book Lovers Since 1989!
MONDAY to SATURDAY 10:00 – 5:30
SUNDAY 12:00 – 4:00
65 Walton St. Port Hope
905.885.7296
furbyhousebooks.com
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Left: Nordic Walking
(a sport or activity that involves walking
across country with the aid of long poles
resembling ski poles.)

pace of four-and-a-half to six-and-a-half
kilometres per hour, is optimum. Essentially, any type, pace and duration of
walking will make a difference and have
a lasting, positive impact on your overall
health. Walking is a highly effective form
of exercise: if you can only manage 10
minutes of walking, twice a week, do so.
It will be transformational.
Walking is a very versatile form of exercise. Whether you prefer a slow stroll, or a
brisk walking pace, any walking program
can be tailored to fit individual needs
and abilities. You may prefer power or
speed walking, which will get your heart
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rate up, providing a good cardiovascular
workout. Some people are choosing to
walk with poles. Nordic walking has become very popular, and it not only burns
more calories than regular walking, but
it uses many more muscle groups. Not
all walking has to be done outdoors, although there are many benefits to being
outside. If the weather is inclement, walk
indoors. Many communities have indoor
facilities or walking tracks, or walk laps
inside your local shopping mall.
Aside from the obvious benefits of getting outside, moving about and breathing
fresh air, the positive physical benefits to

walking are many fold. Gentle walking
can help with back and joint pain, easing
aches and improving heart health. Walking strengthens bones and tones muscles,
improves circulation, helps prevent osteoporosis, as well as the onset of type 2 diabetes, and a growing list of cancers. This
very simple form of low-impact exercise
can play a significant role in helping to
maintain a healthy weight, improve overall fitness and decrease high blood pressure.
Our mental health can also benefit from
walking. It is a mood enhancer, and has
long been prescribed to help those suffering with depression. Our brain health
improves when we walk regularly, as increased blood flow changes the workings
of our brain, improving memory and delaying the onset of dementia. And if all
of that was not enough, walking is known
to improve quality of sleep, relieve stress
and tension, and reduce anxiety levels.
You will generally feel good about yourself, have improved self-confidence, and
in addition, walking can be motivating,
inspiring and meditative, especially if you
walk in nature.
Make walking a part of your day, and
allow it to become a habit, whether you
choose to be a solitary walker, finding
calmness with each step, or a social walker, enjoying the company of others. It
is important to stay safe while walking.
Use common sense, stay alert, be aware
of your surroundings, and use designated
and populated pathways familiar to you.
And it is always a good idea to carry a cell
phone, identification and a whistle.
A simple and effective exercise, walking
does not have to be hard. It is an essential
activity we should all be doing. Inactivity combined with a sedentary lifestyle is
bad for people. Walking can be life-enhancing, and it may even be a lifesaver.
Walking is a wonder drug: make time for
it, commit to it, and allow it to become
part of your lifestyle, but also remember
to make it fun. Buy a pedometer and track
your progress by counting your steps.
Take your brain for a walk, it will make
you happy.

fresh made daily

your trip
starts here
Steeped in history yet always changing.
Where culinary, culture and creators meet.
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avourite
F
Favourite Things

campbellford

Innovative interiors, serving the local community and
surrounding areas for 18 years. Owner and interior
designer Lori Schuett provides interior design for both
commercial and residential spaces.
Whether it's indoor, outdoor, remodel redesign or starting
with a new property Lori caters to all facets of the design
process. Lori boasts more than 500 fabric books at her
showroom where she offers clients design options,
material choices and colour schemes in a relaxed
atmosphere providing the whole home concept from drapes
and blinds to renovation and design and her experience
will lead you step by step; helping you make informed
decisions.
innovative interiors
20 Queen Street Campbellford, Ontario
705.653.4715 I www.innovativeinteriors.ca

&
39 Bridge Street E.
(Corner of Front &
Bridge St. East)
in Campbellford
705.653.4335
Frog's Whiskers Ink & Kerr's Corner Books – Artistic Rubber Stamps, Stories, Toys,
Games, Cards & Gifts...two entrances to one great store. Enjoy Card making, and
Paper crafts with Ontario's largest manufacturer & distributor of art rubber stamps.
We also make custom and business stamps. Visit Campbellford and enjoy a hometown
independent bookstore, where we carry a cross section of various book categories,
front line, new release, children, teen, mystery, romance, fact & fiction. Custom and
Out-of-Print book orders are our Specialty.
Can't make it to the store? We're online at

www.

FrogsWhiskersInk .com
KerrsCornerBooks
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Well known for their relaxed and personalized style of
customer care, Rabethge’s Jewellery has for over eighty years
served Campbellford and its environs.

For all your jewellery repairs, we have a certified Goldsmith on
site. Watch repairs are handled on the premises and
batteries replaced while you wait. Our Custom Jewellery
designer is only too willing to offer guidance and advice to
transform your existing or inherited items into something new
and exciting!
We are an authorized retailer of PANDORA Jewellery.
Beautiful, Canadian sourced diamonds set in earrings,
necklaces and rings are the perfect gift for that special
someone.

A beautiful wedding or special occasion
starts with a dream, imagination and
Caroline's. We customize to suit your
style, theme and budget with Natural
Elegance.

Rabethge’s Jewellers since 1934
705.653.2540 I www.rabethgesjewellery.com

Browse a unique selection of Gourmet,
Kitchen, Garden Décor and personal
indulgences while enjoying waterfront
views at In Season.
Need accommodation for a night away?
Stay overnight at In Season Guest Suite.
Searching for Fair trade organic loose
tea or coffee beans? Craving some
delicious homemade Buttertart Factory
tarts? Wanting a new purse, sun dress
or some snoozie slippers?
Need cocktail napkins or a new platter
for entertaining? Looking for a
quality pepper mill? Trying to find
some decorative cushions?
WE HAVE IT!

In Season
44 Front Street North Campbellford, Ontario
705.632.0732 I www.inseasongourmet.com

Caroline's Organics & Floral Design
15 Front St. S. Campbellford, Ontario
705.632.0007 I carolinesorganics.com
Facebook and Pinterest
Carolines Organics & Floral Design

Zazu Boutique. Campbelford’s one stop shop for unique high
quality fashions and accessories. Choose from everyday tops to
special occasion dresses in sizes petite to 3 plus, all in a
captivating range of colours.
Needing jeans? We stock Canadian made Yoga Jeans in many
colours and sizes including high waist.
Needing bling? Try our range of Miss Me Jeans.
Complete your unique look with our perfect accessories,
choose from Canadian and imported jewellery, fabulous
footwear, stylish wraps, scarves and pashminas. Or try slick
sophisticated handbags in luxurious Italian leather and uber
contemporary PVC, in modern and classic stylings.

Westben is located in the rolling countryside near Campbellford,
Ontario two hours east of Toronto. Now in its 17th season
Westben presents over 25 performances of classical, Broadway,
jazz, world, folk and blues music and improv comedy with artists
such as Charles Richard-Hamelin, Buzz Brass, Ashley Condon,
Heather Bambrick, Ken Whiteley, Cadence, Còig and more. The
world premiere of Brian Finley's opera The Pencil Salesman opens
June 25th, followed with Connecting in Song, a 9-day exploration
of the themes of human connection as inspired by the Pencil
Salesman with Seminars, chats, workshops and studio tours. The
Jazz Fringe Festival wraps up the summer season July 31st.
Come join us! Westben will change the way you experience music.

Favourite
Zazu Boutique
53 Bridge Street East, Campbellford, Ontario
705.632.1435 I www.zazuboutique.com

Westben
6698 County Rd. 30 Campbellford, Ontario
1.877.883.5777 I www.westben.ca
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RYAN’S

EYE

CEILINGS
the forgotten surface
by Will Ryan
illustration by Gray Abraham
OR WHERE THERE’S WILL, THERE IS A WAY

When we describe or
envision a space, we
process all sorts of
information; we think
about the walls,
windows, floors,
furniture, to name but
a few things, but we
rarely bring to mind
the ceilings.

I

n this article I will discuss ceilings, the forgotten surface. When
we describe or envision a space,
we process all sorts of information;
we think about the walls, windows,
floors, furniture, to name but a few things,
but we rarely bring to mind the ceilings.
This is normal as unless there is a glaring feature or stain they are thought of as
fairly unimportant. However, if we start
really thinking about them and actually

observing them, we find there are many
ceilings of various styles and composition.
The first ceiling I will discuss is the most
common and that is the regular painted
ceiling. In typical residential situations
they are generally either painted white or
a light colour and should be a flat or matt
finish. Having said that, an exciting effect
is to paint the ceiling in a high gloss paint.
This is particularly charming at night
when the ceilings reflect the lighting of
candles and ambient lighting. It also gives
the impression that the ceiling is higher
than it is.
Many newer houses and condos have the
sprayed textured ceilings. This is often to
minimize any uneveness and is a cheaper solution than smooth ceilings. Older
houses sometime have the swirled plaster
ceilings that were in vogue in the 50’s. If
the construction is still ongoing a smooth
ceiling can be specified but it is considered an upgrade. If, however, you have an
unwanted applied texture there are three
ways of addressing this. First is to contract this out to a professional company.
The second option is to have another ceiling installed over the existing. Although
this seems like a radical approach, it has
two advantages. For Condo owners, it allows you to install shallow, recessed lights
in the new ceiling which you cannot have
with the existing concrete ceilings. It also
reduces noise transfer from above. The
third option is to tackle it yourself. This
requires a completely empty room, with
no carpeting. Fill a garden weed sprayer

with warm water and detergent then spray
the surface of the ceiling, allow for it to
soak in. The water reduces the dust. With
an ice scraper simply scrape off the texture until the ceiling is smooth. It will require further finishing before it is painted.
With the swirled finish, you will have to
knock off the projections before you spray
so the water can soak in better.
In some older farmhouses and cottages
the ceilings are wooden. This is a practical and charming look and I’m finding
that it is gaining in popularity. It gives a
more modest and simpler appearance to
a space. An idea that is popular for walls
and ceilings, particularly in contemporary
spaces, is to have plain softwood boarding
high pressure water sprayed. This takes
out the softer wood and leaves the graining slightly proud, then it is either stained
or left natural.
Also found in period buildings are the
stamped metal ceilings. These are still
available and come in many designs.
These can have metal cornices, a high or
low embossed pattern, small to large repeats and also come with border details.
They are often in 2’ square sheets. They
are very practical and can be painted or
not. For a long period they were out of
favour, but they are also showing up more
and more in very contemporary situations.
In the metal category are gold leafed ceilings. When done with real gold leaf, these
were really only used in palace situations,
but now there are handsome paints and
papers that give the same appearance.
Again, this treatment looks particularly

sumptuous when reflecting candles and
lighting.
As mentioned in the previous paragraph,
there are wallpapers that can look well
on ceilings. Papering ceilings is usually
done if the walls curve into the ceiling
space. The paper is then simply run up the
wall and on to the ceiling. Obviously this
will not work with directional patterned
wallpaper, but looks charming and well
thought out when done with random patterned paper. If you are faced with a room
that has this feature and you want wallpaper, but not to run up in to the ceiling,
then you can install a chair rail. Wallpaper
the lower portion and paint above the rail
and on to the ceiling. Often a type of wallpaper called anaglypta is used. This is a
relatively strong paper with an embossed
design which can be painted. It, as with
the metal ceiling tiles, comes in many designs from period to contemporary.
In many Arts and Craft, or Tudor style
houses, the ceiling is beamed. Again,
beamed ceilings are popping up in many
contemporary spaces. Often these are
painted dark in contrast to the ceiling colour, although they add a more modern,
lighter touch when painted the same colour as the ceiling. Really the only issue
with beamed ceilings is the lighting. If the
beams are fake, which are not an issue,
you must not have pot lighting inserted
into the beam or it is a real give away that
it is fake.
Finally there is the suspended metal grid
ceiling with the ceiling tiles within. I cannot say too much about this type of ceiling

An exciting effect is to
paint the ceiling in a
high gloss paint. This is
particularly charming
at night when the
ceilings reflect the
lighting of candles
and ambient lighting.
other than the fact that there isn’t really
much you can do with it. I did see one
painted with high gloss pale grey paint
with the walls painted high gloss red.
The effect was very dramatic and lifted
the curse of that style of ceiling, but it
is not to everyone’s taste. I would advise anyone with this to try to have it
removed and replaced with a more inviting plain ceiling.
Painted murals that run up walls onto
ceilings are great fun as are clouds and
stars that are sometimes used in children’s rooms.
I hope this article has been helpful for
anyone who is facing a ceiling dilemma
right now, because although ceilings are
the forgotten surface, they are still an
integral part of your space.

Below: Modern layed ceiling with
embedded lights
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Provincial Park

A Priceless Historical Treasure
by Christine Kirkland

D

eep green pines stand tall
as though on guard, their
spires reaching toward the
sky. A fresh breeze toys
with the leaves of a lanky
birch, and a burly oak. Beneath them,
amidst the insurgence of massive outcrops
of rock, patches of lichen and springy
moss stretch out across the terrain, broken up by stands of tall grass. A diversity
of bird songs infuses the air, and at the
edge of a brilliant blue-green lake the
damp earth is pungent with the fragrance
of spring.
Welcome to the Petroglyphs Provincial
Park. Situated on 4,060 acres of unspoiled
wilderness it boasts 4 non-strenuous hiking trails, and a meromictic lake - a rare
body of water whose layers do not intermix. There are only 12 such known lakes
in all of Canada. Although the park is not
for overnight camping, there is a beautiful visitors centre and a store. All of these
offerings make it a place worth exploring,
yet it provides even more. It contains a
priceless historical treasure.
Unlike many other nations around the
globe who, for the most part, have recorded events using written methods, the
earliest inhabitants of our country, the
First Nations Peoples, primarily passed
on their knowledge and history verbally.
They were “storytellers”. Thus, the existence of a tangible record many ages old
is undeniably exciting and intriguing, and
deserving of great care and attention. In
this case, the record is glyphs - pictures,
carved into rocks.
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THE PETROGLYPHS

Visitor's Centre

photography courtesy of Ontario Provincial Parks

According to Petroglyphs Park Warden
DJ Fife the rock carvings became widely
known in 1954 after a trio of prospectors
from the nearby mine in Nephton happened upon them, however the peoples of
the Curve Lake First Nations Community
maintain their ancestors had been regulating the site long before that time. DJ,
who has held the position of Warden for
the past nine consecutive years, is also
a status band member of Curve Lake, an
Anishinaabe (Ojibwe) reserve. His grandfather Keith Knott, was formerly Chief of
the community for 20 years. DJ is competent in speaking Ojibwe, and has an abundance of knowledge and insight pertaining to the First Nations.
It is impossible to know for certain who
is responsible for the glyphs, as they are
estimated to be somewhere between 600
and 1100 years old, but intensive studies
have concluded that the carvings can most
likely be attributed to individuals from the
Algonquian language group. The Ojibwe,
among others, belong to this group. In
speaking of Curve Lake, DJ states, “Because of our proximity to the site, other
First Nations have said, ‘you guys are going to take care of them. You will be the
stewards’”.
Of the carvings themselves, there are approximately 900 in total. 300 of those are
easily discernable, while the other 600
are more vague. They are all concentrated into one area measuring roughly 40 by
70 feet. The rock they were carved into
is a type of soft white marble, of similar
makeup as limestone, thus ensuring an

easier job for the carvers, but also leaving
greater susceptibility to erosion. For protection the Ministry of Natural Resources
erected a building over the site in 1984.
There are differing interpretations of what
the actual carvings mean. “There are stories about creation that have been interpreted there; like how the world came to
be,” remarks DJ. “There are stories about
certain cultural characters like Nanabush,
who is the trickster in Ojibwe culture.
And there are stories about the greater
figures, in a sense. There’s one in particular that can be interpreted as the Creator.
Or it could be the sun. It has a body with
a round-like head, and rays coming off
it. In modern culture at least, the sun is
held to be Grandfather Sun, so it’s held
to have a physical body, which might be
why it’s drawn that way. But also some
people interpret it as a very important or
wise person, literally opening their mind.
The interpretations can vary widely.”
“I know people often think of this as being a historical place,” DJ continues, “like
a museum, where you go to see old things,
but it’s still a living ceremonial place.
And that’s one of the tough balances we
try to maintain”.
All electronic devices, picture taking, and
video recording are strictly prohibited at
the site, out of respect for its spiritual significance. DJ explains it like this: “The
place is unique in that sense, because it
makes you have to be present there to really enjoy it”.
For park hours and fees visit:
ontarioparks.com/park/petroglyphs

Learning Centre

West Day Use Trail
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des Pétroglyphes

Un trésor historique d'une
valeur inestimable

Image by DPC

LE PARC PROVINCIAL

« Je sais que les gens considèrent souvent
le site comme un endroit historique, poursuit M. Fife, comme un musée où l’on
peut voir de vieilles choses, mais c’est
un lieu cérémoniel encore vivant. Voilà
un difficile équilibre que nous tentons de
maintenir. »
L’utilisation de tout appareil électronique,
la prise de photo et l’enregistrement vidéo
y sont strictement interdits en signe de
respect pour la signification spirituelle
du lieu. M. Fife l’explique ainsi : « L’endroit est unique, car de cette façon, il vous
oblige à être présent pour véritablement
en profiter. »
Pour connaître les heures d’ouverture du
parc et les frais d’entrée, visitez le
ontarioparks.com/park/petroglyphs/fr

DJ - Directeur

traduction par Rossion Inc.
Photographie utilisée avec la permission de Parcs Ontario

L

e port fier des pins d’un vert
profond nous donne l’impression qu’ils montent la garde,
leurs aiguilles pointant vers le
ciel. Une brise rafraîchissante
taquine les feuilles d’un bouleau élancé et
d’un chêne costaud. À leur pied, au milieu d’un soulèvement d’affleurements
rocheux massifs, des plaques de lichen et
de mousse spongieuse s’étendent sur l’ensemble du territoire, séparées par de longs
brins d’herbe. L’air s’anime d’une variété
de chants d’oiseaux alors qu’au bord du
lac d’un bleu vert éclatant, le parfum du
printemps embaume la terre humide.
Bienvenue au parc provincial des Pétroglyphes. S’étalant sur 16,4 km2 de nature
sauvage intacte, il comporte 4 sentiers
pédestres faciles à parcourir ainsi qu’un
lac méromictique, un rare plan d’eau dont
les couches ne se mélangent pas. Le Canada ne compte que 12 lacs de ce type. Il
n’est pas possible de camper dans le parc,
mais il contient un magnifique centre
d’accueil et une boutique. Tous ces éléments en font un lieu à explorer, mais ce
n’est pas tout. Il contient un trésor historique d’une valeur inestimable.
Contrairement à de nombreux peuples du
monde, qui ont pour la plupart consigné
les événements de leur histoire par écrit,
les premiers habitants de notre pays, les
Premières Nations, ont principalement
transmis leurs connaissances et leur histoire oralement. Ils étaient des « compteurs ». C’est pourquoi l’existence d’un
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document tangible très ancien soulève indéniablement de l’enthousiasme et de la
curiosité, en plus de faire l’objet de beaucoup de soins et d’attention. Dans ce cas,
le document se compose de glyphes, des
images gravées dans la roche.
Selon le gardien du parc des Pétroglyphes, DJ Fife, les gravures dans la roche
sont devenues célèbres en 1954 après leur
découverte par un trio de prospecteurs de
la mine de Nephton située dans les environs, bien que les gens de la collectivité des Premières Nations de Curve Lake
soutiennent que leurs ancêtres veillaient
sur le site bien avant cette époque. Gardien du parc depuis les neuf dernières
années, M. Fife est aussi membre de la
bande officiellement reconnue de Curve
Lake, une réserve Anishinaabe (Ojibwé).
Son grand-père, Keith Knott, a été chef
de la collectivité durant 20 ans. M. Fife
parle la langue ojibwée et il possède des
connaissances et une compréhension approfondies des Premières Nations.
Il est impossible de déterminer avec certitude qui sont les créateurs de ces glyphes
puisqu’ils datent de 600 à 1100 ans, mais
des recherches poussées ont conclu que
les gravures ont fort probablement été
réalisées par des individus de la famille
des langues algonquiennes. Les Ojibwés
appartiennent entre autres à ce groupe. M.
Fife affirme que les autres Premières Nations ont déclaré à la bande de Curve Lake
: « en raison de votre proximité au site,
vous prendrez soin des glyphes. Vous en

serez les gardiens. »
Le nombre total de gravures est estimé
à environ 900. De ce nombre, 300 sont
faciles à discerner, alors que les 600 autres sont plus floues. Elles se concentrent
toutes dans une zone d’environ 12 mètres
sur 21 mètres. Elles ont été gravées dans
un type de marbre blanc tendre d’une composition semblable à la pierre calcaire, ce
qui a facilité le travail des graveurs, mais
rendu les œuvres plus sensibles à l’érosion. En 1984, le ministère des Richesses
naturelles a érigé un bâtiment sur le site
pour le protéger.
La signification des gravures est interprétée de différentes façons. « Elles ont
permis d’interpréter des histoires sur la
création, comme la genèse du monde, explique M. Fife. Sans compter les histoires
concernant des personnages culturels
comme Nanabush, un filou dans la culture ojibwée. D’une certaine façon, elles
racontent l’histoire de personnages plus
grands. L’un de ces personnages peut être
interprété comme le Créateur. Ou encore
comme le soleil. Il possède un corps et
une tête de forme ronde, de laquelle sortent des rayons. Dans la culture moderne,
du moins, le soleil symbolise Grand-père
Soleil, pensé avec un corps physique;
ce qui explique peut-être pourquoi il est
représenté ainsi. Certaines personnes l’interprètent plutôt comme un individu très
important ou un sage, qui ouvre littéralement son esprit. Les interprétations peuvent varier considérablement. »

TUSCANY
FOOD & WINE EXCURSION

SEPTEMBER 2016

centre
d'apprentissage

HARVEST TOUR FEATURING:
~ MONTEPULCIANO ~ FLORENCE ~
~PIENZA ~ CASTIGLIONE DEL LAGO ~
~ SIENA ~ CORTONA ~

$4475

(ALL INCLUSIVE)

FOR INFORMATION:
DARREN JOHNS – HOST

905.396.7758
ARGENTO 102@ GMAIL.COM

#50014534

édifice du site
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Qualified for Television
Loyalist College
Dreaming of working in television as a
child and always being first in front of the
video camera at family events, Renée Rodgers seemed predestined for a career in
television. Graduating from Queen’s University with a degree in Film and Media
in 2009, Renée understood, “Even though
I had this degree, I knew it wouldn’t be
enough to get me a job in television”.
Upon returning to Belleville, Renée
learned of Loyalist College’s School of
Media Arts and Design and decided to apply to their Journalism: Online, Print and
Broadcasting program.
As a student she authored compelling features, delivered the weather forecast and
put videos together for Loyalist’s own
QNet News and even worked with Quinte
Broadcasting. A student work placement,
with Peterborough’s CHEX-TV, lead to
the fulfillment of Renée’s childhood am-

When in Belleville,

WHY NOT STAY AT THE WILLIAMS?

bitions, with a job offer from that very
same company.
As a general reporter, Renée was doing it
all, videos, interviews, script writing and
editing. She now reports from the anchor
desk and is just where she wants to be: in
front of the camera.
Loyalist’s Journalism program prepares
students for work as writers, reporters,
freelancers, photographers, editors, web
content providers, videographers, program hosts, and news anchors. If you want
to be qualified for TV, check out
loyalistcollege.com

®

Authorized
Dealer

PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS
INTERLOCKING PAVING STONES
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
CURBING | SEPTIC TANKS
WELL TILE | STEPS & RAILINGS
SIDEWALK & PATIO SLABS

6648 Hwy 62 North,
Belleville ON K8N 4Z5

1-800-267-2851
613-962-9111 | info@abprecast.ca

Williams Hotels oﬀer not just overnight but long-term accommodations.
Contemporary-styled singles to trendy suites complete with full kitchens. We
cater to all business needs and provide free internet and wiﬁ service. Families
and groups enjoy pools, hot tubs, free full breakfasts and more.

Renée Rodgers
Anchor, CHEX Television
2013 LOYALIST COLLEGE JOURNALISM - ONLINE, PRINT AND BROADCAST GRAD
2009 QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY FILM AND MEDIA GRAD

613-969-1112
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613-9 6 2-1200
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LOCATED WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF THE QUINTE MALL, CINEPLEX THEATRES AND
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Food
Matters
Paradise Lost?
by Orbi Montblanc

D

is-moi ce que tu manges, je te dirai ce que tu
es’. Anthelme Brillat-Savarin 1826. Usually interpreted as ‘you are what you eat’.

‘How did the antibiotic resistant superbug
LA-MRSA find its way into the umbilical cords of new born
babies in Glasgow’. Haroon Siddique The Guardian 8 Dec 2015

Image by DPC

‘Until I experienced corn on the cob fresh from the field at the
Warkworth Long Lunch, I thought I had lost my sense of taste’.
Caroline Williams
Post war austerity released its grip on my parents’ lives with
the conclusion of rationing. They married having saved enough
money to buy a house outright: but they had no furniture. Nine
months later I arrived: a home birth as was customary. I was
breast fed. Politicians on both sides of the Atlantic were advising their populaces “that they had never had it so good.” And it
was good, especially for me, the first grandchild, with two sets
of adoring grandparents, two aunts, two uncles and a dog: I was
the apple of everyone’s eye. Best of all my maternal grandparents ran the corner candy store.
Breakfast consisted of ice cold full cream milk, drowning cereal heaped with a pyramid of white sugar so high as to challenge
the laws of physics, followed by bacon, eggs, and fried bread,
saturated with salt, and of course, brown sauce. White slime
did not ooze from bacon in those days. Buttered white toast
and jam, which actually had fruit in it, and two or three cups
of sugary tea prepared us for the walk to school. Dinners were
Yorkshire Puddings, roast beef and potatoes, followed by apple pie and cream, or cheese or both. Nothing that now would
be considered health food, though it was always fish on Fridays. There wasn’t really health food, there was simply food.
One could not eat between meals, only at the ‘proper time’.
We sat at the dining table which was in the dining room. Having washed our hands, we all had jobs setting the table. The
television was turned off. Grace was said, we all took turns.
Conversation flowed. Chewing was very much in vogue since

a diet guru promoted the virtues of chewing every mouthful 100 times. One had to
sit up straight, and keep your elbows in,
for some reason it was a crime for a stray
elbow to land on the table. No one was allowed to leave without asking permission
‘to be excused.” Permission was withheld
until one had eaten absolutely everything
that was on one’s plate, including all the
vegetables. Apparently the entire continent of Africa was starving, and if we did
not eat every scrap God would send us to
Hell. All three of us were skinny as rakes.
We never got sick, we played outside until dark or hungry or both, ate worms, got
cut, grazed and stung by bees, even broke
the odd bone and lived to tell the tale. Our
parents never knew where we were and
never panicked. No one was allergic to

anything, not even the weekly dose of cod
liver oil. Enthusiastically we queued up
for the weekly spoon of malt, and a daily glass of National Health orange juice.
Doctors amused themselves with smoking
and golf.
Only my grandfather had a car, I rode
my bike on errands to the grocer’s shop
on the corner, which opened 9 to 1 and
2 to 6, closing Wednesday and Saturday
afternoons, and all day Sunday because
that was the Lord’s Day. If my mother
needed something this is where I went:
there were no supermarkets. Cheese
was cut off a block and wrapped in paper, there was only Cheshire, Cheddar
and Wensleydale. If ham or beef was required it was sliced off a large piece of
real meat! Not any more. If we needed

STEAK & SEAFOOD
Don’t Settle for Less!
182 Front St. Belleville
Across from City Hall
Perfectly aged steak and fresh seafood
FOR RESERVATIONS

call 613.962.1182
www.earl-angelos.com

kitchencraft.com

OTTAWA SHOWROOM
2287 Gladwin Crescent

KINGSTON SHOWROOM
510 Gardiners Road

(613) 738-2423

(613) 634-1226
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salad, one bought a whole lettuce, salad
did not come in a plastic bag. Our grocer
delivered mother’s order every Friday, the
local farmer visited weekly, bringing vegetables so fresh the soil was still moist.
If something wasn’t quite perfect, we just
cut that bit off. Friday also saw visits by
the fish monger and the butcher. Mother
paid cash, she had accounts at the grocer’s
and butcher’s which were settled weekly.
Sometimes I had to cycle to the butcher’s
and you might see a whole cow hanging
like a Rembrandt painting in the back of a
spotlessly tiled room with a little red hued
sawdust on the floor. Lance, the butcher
made sausages, sliced bacon, and would
cut a piece of meat to whatever weight you
might want. Livers, kidneys, tripe, oxtails and sometimes a macabre pig’s head
were on display. Purchases were wrapped

in paper. Recycling didn’t exist as there
was hardly anything to recycle. A bit of
maternal culinary magic and Sunday’s left
over roast beef became Monday’s dinner.
Spent tea leaves encouraged the growth of
roses, old newspapers started fires. I even
scooped the jelly out of bones before the
dog had his turn.
People grew things. George, had a greenhouse, his tomatoes were the talk of the
neighbourhood. Uncle Brian grew strawberries and when ripe we would go and
help pick them out of the straw (hence
strawberries). Not available all of the
time, they were eagerly awaited and delicious. Dad loved fishing and excelled at
catching trout and once a year he travelled
to Scotland in pursuit of salmon. Annually our relatives and neighbours gorged
on fresh salmon, we didn‘t have a freezer

We have 20 nationalities represented in our student body.

Join us for an international experience at home.

so we ate salmon until, frankly, we were
sick of it, but the cat was happy. My father
grew potatoes, runner beans, tomatoes,
even made cheese, quite successfully, and
produced an exquisite nectar called crab
apple jelly from fruits we harvested on
our family country walks.
We walked a lot. We walked into town, we
walked to church, we walked even further
to have Sunday lunch at my other set of
grandparents: where awaited more roast
beef and apple pie. Grandma had sugar
cubes in a silver sugar bowl with tongs…
how liberally did I dissolve those cubes
on my tongue or crunch them with my
teeth? At grandpa’s shop, the reward for
helping deliver newspapers was to raid
the candy section. No child in the history
of the universe ate more sugar than me,
yet at 21, I weighed in at less than 150lbs,

It’s all about

fresh looks
for Spring!
125 Stores & Services including
Le Château . Danier . Sears
Eclipse . Alia N TanJay . Cleo
Suzy Shier . Ricki’s . Winners
Maurices . Northern Reflections

APPLY NOW

quintemall.com

Pre-Kindergarten to Grade 12/PG
160 Dundas Street W | Belleville, Ont.
613-986-5726 | info@albertcollege.ca
albertcollege.ca
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North Front & Hwy 401 . Exit 543A
Belleville . 613-968-3571
Monday-Friday 9:30am-9pm
Saturday 9:30am-6pm . Sunday 11am-5pm
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from half way across the English Channel.
French people did strange things. Apart
from driving on the wrong side of the
road, they ate bread called a baguette into
which chocolate had been inserted, and
dipped croissants in hot chocolate. Salad
was a course unto itself and had dressing
on it. They wiped their plates with bread
between each course to save washing up,
and they had wine in three colours, wa-

“The low fat diet has been one of the biggest disasters in modern medicine, and in
my view has fuelled the epidemic of obesity. It’s time we stopped counting calories
and ate real food.” Dr. Aseem Malhotra.
Nowadays no more bacon and eggs, I start
my day reading the paper on my device
cradling a coffee, still black no sugar,
with my other hand. Almost gleefully it
announces the latest food scare. Following its advice I have been kick starting my
metabolism with grapefruit and then neutralising my body’s supposed cancer inducing acidity with avocados. People are
trying to persuade me to eat chia seeds,
flax seeds, goji berries and brush my
teeth with coconut oil as it might prevent
Alzheimer’s. Like most of us I am utterly confused, especially now as that very
same scientific establishment that caused
all this chaos, has rehabilitated butter,
milk and even choresterol! I wonder if I
dare allow myself a slice of wholemeal
toast and sugar free spread?
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OUTDOOR
PURSUITS
Image by DPC

despite topping six foot by four inches.
My paternal grandmother took me to the
theatre for culture, to the wrestling for fun
and if I deserved a special treat, the Wimpey Bar: I loved emptying the plastic tomato’s content over my burger and fries…
my first experience of fast food.
At thirteen I was sent to France, you could
smell the intoxicating waft of camembert
cheese, garlic and Gauloises cigarettes

tered down for the kids. They ate things
I had never seen: muscles, oysters, huge
shrimp and raw steak, boeuf tartare, as
they call it, and lots of stinky cheese and
of course snails and frog’s legs. Dinner
was at 8 o’clock precisely and preceded by a special drink called an aperitif. I
loved it and never wanted to come home.
This was my introduction to the exotic
world of the gourmet, when back home
the height of culinary sophistication was
a prawn cocktail.
College fashion made it cool to take coffee not only black, but without sugar.
I was insecure and acquiesced to peer
pressure. Suddenly the focus of dietary
approbrium turned to butter, cheese and
later milk, which obliged by reducing fat
content from 4% to 0%, and margarine
became our salvation. Then there wasn’t
enough fruit or fibre in our diet and we
were advised to reduce salt consumption.
Mad cow disease made it easy for me to
stop eating red meat, so I switched to fish.
Then fish got a bad reputation, too much
mercury in tuna and did you hear about
tilapia? Suddenly everyone was on a diet
and everyone was fat.

The Joy of Golf
by Lillie Normile

G

olf, known as the Game of
Kings, traces back its history to Scotland 1457, and
has evolved into a game to
be enjoyed by both women
and men. Young people are making history in the golf world. Brooke Henderson,
an 18 year old golfer from Smiths Falls
was voted Canada's 2015 top female athlete by Post Media.
The first permanent golf club in North
America, 'Canada's Royal Montreal Club',
was founded in 1873. Today there is an
abundance of clubs available for the beginner or avid golfer. Some are more ambitious than others. Courses are designed
to give the player a challenging experience and an opportunity to exercise in the
great outdoors.
Outfitted with a few clubs a player can
try out a round of golf. It is frowned upon
to share clubs between players and it is
best to have your own. To test out your interest in the game, secondhand clubs can
be found in used sporting goods stores or
can be rented. Golf shoes are not required
but recommended or at least shoes with a
good grip to keep the player stable when
swinging the clubs.
Many golf clubs have a dress code and a

call ahead of time is recommended to determine if that is the case. This will avoid
being turned away. A collared shirt and
Docker Style shorts or slacks are the usual code. Ladies can wear skorts as well.
Another way to be denied access to the
course is failure to reserve a tee-off time.
Good courses are usually fully booked
and some time slots are reserved for teens
or women only.
A new golfer should take the time to learn
golf etiquette. Let more seasoned players
behind you 'play through'. It will be appreciated if you don't hold up the play. Tee
times are based on each group being able
to keep to the schedule and slow players
interfere with that. Arriving on time for

your tee-off avoids causing a delay. Leave
your electronic devices at home to prevent distractions. If you must carry a cell
phone or pager set them to vibrate. Talk
in a quiet voice. Do not stand behind or
close to players about to putt or swing.
Quickly leave the putting green after your
group has completed their putting. A lot
of time can be wasted looking for a lost
ball. The rule is take five minutes and then
move on. There are many rules related to
competition play and can be learned over
time. Showing respect for fellow golfers
is a great beginning.
Very few players will rise to the level of
competitive playing but they can reap the
health benefits of the sport. Fresh air and

Photo provided by
Warkworth Golf Club

Photo by Flagstick Photography
Cataraqui Golf & Country Club
exercise combine to reduce stress by releasing mood enhancing endorphins from
our brains.
It is recommended that a golfer walking
the course, carrying their clubs gets the
best cardiovascular workout but if long
walks are not feasable using a cart is also
a great way to enjoy the outdoors and a

day of activity.
Normally players set out on the course
in groups of four. You may find yourself
paired up with other golfers to create a
foursome. Playing with others presents a
learning opportunity for the novice. The
socialization allows for friendly competition and conversation. The course beer

cart and the nineteenth hole; also known
as the bar; offer more socialization to happen.
Focusing on the next shot increases the
players ability to concentrate. If the mind
wanders off to the upcoming tasks at
work or family events the swing may not
be successful. Stimulating the brain may
delay the onset of dementia by improving
connections between nerve cells.
It must be noted that all the health benefits can be off-set if the player does not
follow correct mechanics. The golf swing
involves the whole body and any part of
it can be injured. Shoulders, hand, wrist,
elbows and back injuries can occur. It is
important to follow the instructions from
the club pro. Take your time and learn the
proper stance and swing. Knees, ankles
and feet can be impacted during the walk
around the course. Many clubs hold classes taught by their pro. It is a great way to
get the rules and techniques before heading out to play your first nine holes.
Golf is a leisurely sport that can be enjoyed by all age groups. Take some time
to explore the game and perhaps find a
new passion.

SONOS

The Hatmaker's Wife
The Domino Theatre
March 25, 2016
In Lauren Yee's whimsical and poignant
new play, a young woman moves in
with her boyfriend expecting domestic
bliss, but instead has trouble getting
comfortable.

The Just for Laughs Roadshow
The Grand Theatre
April 5, 2016
The Just For Laughs Road Show is
becoming an annual tradition at
the Grand Theatre! Each Spring, JFL
assembles a crack team of up-and-coming
comics and pairs them with an
established host to deliver a night of
side-splitting comedy.

Hedley, feat. Carly Rae Jepsen
& Francesco Yates
Rogers K-Rock Centre
April 14, 2016
Juno Award winners and multiplatinum
chart-toppers Hedley embark on their
2016 Canadian arena tour in support
of their sixth album, Hello, and feature
special guests Carly Rae Jepsen and
Francesco Yates.

Ravel, Stravinsky & Bernstein
Master Works 6 | The Isabel
April 17, 2016
Fireworks, intimacy, beauty, and power.
This blockbuster concert serves up four
incredible pieces spanning the great
repertoire of dance.

Your Home.
The Smart SPEAKER system

Professional Installation
our Specialty.

Carlos Santana Luminosity Tour
Rogers K-Rock Centre
April 21, 2016
Delivered with a level of passion and soul
equal to the legendary sonic charge of
his guitar, the sound of Carlos Santana is
one of the world's best-known musical
signatures.

SINCE

James Taylor Live
Rogers K-Rock Centre

1983

May 5, 2016

.com

EAT+SLEEP+SIP
+SEE
at Drake by the Lake
open 7 days/week

Five-time Grammy-winning
singer-songwriter James Taylor will
perform material from his latest album,
Before This World, his ﬁrst album since
2002s platinum-selling October Road.

6 N. Front St. Belleville (613) 962-1333
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The
Canadian
Tulip Festival
Image by DPC

ACelebration
of Friendship

by Sharon Harrison
photographs provided by
the Canadian Tulip Festival

The largest tulip
festival in the world, the
Canadian Tulip
Festival is a celebration
of friendship, the arts,
horticulture, music, and
multiculturalism. It is a
celebration of people,
for the people.
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T

he year was 1953. It was the
coronation of Canada’s present monarch, Queen Elizabeth
II. The same year, the Canadian Tulip Festival was established, borne from an idea by world-renowned photographer, Malak Karsh,
OC. After a successful inaugural year,
the Canadian Tulip Festival has operated
continuously since. Now celebrating its
64th year, the festival has grown, evolved,
and moved with the times, maintaining its
fresh and vibrant feel. Its legacy goes
back further still. The year was 1945.
Spring saw the end of World War II. It
was a world forever changed; the war hav-

ing made an indelible impression throughout much of Europe, including Canada.
Shortly after the war ended, the Dutch
Royal Family and the Dutch government
gifted 100,000 tulip bulbs to Canada. It
was a thank-you to Canada and its people
for their help and generosity, which saw
some members of the Dutch Royal Family
spend much of the war years in the safety
of a faraway land named Canada. Forced
to flee following the Nazi invasion of the
Netherlands, Princess Juliana, and her
two daughters, Princess Beatrix and Princess Irene, called Ottawa home for the
duration. January 1943 saw the birth of
Princess Juliana’s third daughter, Princess

Margriet, at the Ottawa Civic Hospital.
The gift of tulip bulbs also acknowledges
the pivotal role Canadian troops played in
the liberation of the Netherlands. To this
day, the tulip tradition endures, and continues to see the Dutch Royal Family send
20,000 tulip bulbs to Canada each year. It
is living legacy that has lasted 71 years.
Ottawans are familiar with the history
surrounding their tulip festival, but visitors and newcomers to the nation’s capital are in for a treat. Twelve days of flora, festivities, and fun are scheduled for
this annual event, which runs from May
12th until May 23rd. The festival, which
sees 600,000 visitors annually, is always
warmly anticipated, and not only celebrates the spring season, but also launches the beginning of an extensive festival
season in the capital.
The jewel in the festival’s crown this
year will be the historic Aberdeen Pavilion, located at the recently redeveloped
Lansdowne Park. The agricultural building dates back to 1898, and has not only
undergone its own restoration, but has
moved a short distance within the park’s
grounds. The Cattle Castle as she is fondly known is now a glamorous exhibition
hall. She shines and sparkles like never
before, sitting proudly within the environs of the park; her heritage and historic
beauty superbly complementing the newer structures around her.
The decision to make use of the Aberdeen
Pavilion is a first for the festival, and this
significant indoor component ensures the
show will go on in the event of inclement weather. Filled with natural light, the
cavernous space will include indoor gardens, a sculpture garden, and artisan exhibits. There will also be a VIP elevated
platform from which to view the sculpture
garden. The Princess sculpture, launched
last year at the Shaw Centre, will also find
its home here.
The blank canvas of the Aberdeen Pavilion
will transform into an artistically-decorated, creatively-colourful interior. Adorned
with sculptures, paintings, exquisite floral displays, fine art and more, it plans to
dazzle. Live art shows, music and dance
are just a taste of what can be discovered
inside this unique structure. The Great
Lawn, situated beside the Aberdeen Pavilion, will host activities and entertainment
for families and children, including a vin-

“where fine arts meet fine foods”
GOURMET FOOD BOUTIQUE
ART GALLERY
COOKING WORKSHOPS
FRENCH LIFESTYLE PURVEYOR
662 hwy 62, Bloomfield ~ www.maison-depoivre.ca
tage military reenactment, photography
and painting workshops, and, of course,
fireworks.
Embassy participation has long been a
significant component of the festival, and
the Aberdeen Pavilion will be home to
many embassies showcasing their unique
cultures, wares, musical ingenuity, and
culinary delights. It provides a unique
glimpse into countries and cultures less
familiar, and celebrates our differences.
The festival will host a myriad live musical events, ranging from jazz to orchestral
to country. The eclectic and internationally diverse mix of musical flair, from some
of the best local emerging artistic talent,
will range from rock to pop to culturally
edgy: there is something for everyone.
Over one-million tulip bulbs bloom
throughout the city; 300,000 tulips can be
found in Commissioners Park alone. The
stunning displays, always a favourite for
photo opportunities, create a spectacular
mosaic of colour, engaging people and
bringing joy and smiles to faces. The Canadian Tulip Festival has long strived to
promote friendship and multiculturalism;
the tulip a true symbol of friendship for
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Ottawa and Canada, it unites and celebrates people from all over the world.
The largest tulip festival in the world, the
Canadian Tulip Festival is a celebration of
friendship, the arts, horticulture, music,
and multiculturalism. It is a celebration
of people, for the people.

LIVE. PROFESSIONAL. THEATRE.

Choose to live well...

When: Thursday, May 12th - Monday
May 23rd (Victoria Day), 2016
Locations: Aberdeen Pavilion, Great
Lawn (Lansdowne Park) &
Commissioners Park.

Photo by Stephen Gray

The Canadian Tulip Festival

Programming is updated daily as
events are confirmed. Please check
the website regularly for up-to-date
information.
www.tulipfestival.ca

Make some

extraordinary
memories

Designed to inspire. Built to love
where you live. Now 45% leased!

A Closer Walk with
Patsy Cline
MAY 20 – JUN 11

Blithe Spirit
JUN 17 – JUL 16

Assassinating Thomson

ival.ca
cheesefest

JUL 5 – JUL 17

Prince Edward County’s most refreshing
Adult Lifestyle Community.

Beneath Springhill:
The Maurice Ruddick Story
JUL 19 – JUL 31

Into the Woods

Taste and buy the
Cheese of the Year
Meet cheesemakers
from coast to coast
Discover the best
in artisan cheese

In a Blue Moon
AUG 12 – AUG 28

A Grand Time in the Rapids
AUG 19 – SEP 17

Das Ding (The Thing)

June 4 -5, 2016

SEP 9 – SEP 25

Picton Fairgrounds

You Are Here

Prince Edward County
Bay of Quinte Region

®

JUL 22 – AUG 13

SEP 23 – OCT 16

An Active Adult Community
OPENING FALL 2016
320MainStreet,Picton•wellingsofpicton.com
Callfordetails:613.818.4125
DESIGNED•BUILT•MANAGEDBYNAUTICALLANDSGROUP

613-382-7020

Celebrate Ontario

www.1000islandsplayhouse.com
Dairy Farmers of Canada
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Where to Stay &
Eat

Fine Homes & Real Estate
Prince Edward County

•

Northumberland

•

Quinte

•

Kingston

•

Hastings

Vacation Rentals

Hotels/Inns
Inn at Huff Estates
2274 County Road 1
Bloomfield, Ontario
Prince Edward County
613.393.1414
www.huffestates.com

**To feature your hotel, restaurant or vacation rental in
our Where to Stay & Eat listing please contact
tracey@grapevinemagazine.ca

County Holiday Homes
Cottages and Homes in
Prince Edward County
1.866.576.5993
info@countyholidayhomes.com
www.countyholidayhomes.com

East & Main Bistro &
The Suites Above
270 Main Street, Wellington
Prince Edward County
613.399.5420
www.pomodoropec.ca
www.eastandmain.ca
*The Suite is above Pomodoro restaurant

CHESTNUT PARK REAL ESTATE LIMITED, BROKERAGE
Prince Edward County/Picton
43 Main Street East • 613.471.1708

LIST LOCAL.
MARKET GLOBAL.

Toronto Head Office
Mississauga / Port Credit
Collingwood
Muskoka
Northumberland County

416.925.9191
905.278.5775
705.445.5454
705.765.6878
905.800.0321

chestnutpark.com
This is not intended to solicit buyers or sellers currently under contract with a broker
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Fine Homes & Real Estate

Fine Homes & Real Estate

Prince Edward County

Prince Edward County

•

Northumberland

•

Quinte

•

Kingston

•

Hastings

•

Northumberland

•

Quinte

•

Kingston

•

Hastings

LeeCaswellClassicHomes.com

The Traditional Homes of Northumberland County

Lee Caswell
Sales Representative
Royal LePage ProAlliance
Realty, Brokerage

Winner of the coveted Diamond Award from 2012 to 2015.*
Phone: 905.373.2236
Email: LeeCaswellSells@gmail.com
*Award definitions on royallepage.ca

Let me list your home or find the perfect home in our neighbourhood.

Port Hope
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My Northumberland includes you!
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The Last Bite
W
by Sharon Harrison

hat is our fascination
with chocolate, and why
does this dark mysterious product have such
a hold over us? Chocolate is extraordinarily versatile: you can
eat it, drink it, melt it, and sculpt with it,
and it is not only a delicious confection,
it is nutritious too. Antioxidant-rich, it is
high in fibre and is packed with vitamins
and minerals. Consumed in moderation,
this super food is known to help lower blood pressure, improve mood, boost
brain chemicals and improve cognitive
function. Eating dark chocolate will lower your risk for heart disease and stroke,
regulate cholesterol, and it is also great
for your skin.
Unfortunately, not all chocolate is created equal. The bad news is milk chocolate
does not count. As delicious as it is, milk
chocolate mostly consists of sugar and fat,
and it is not a health food. And for the purists out there, white chocolate is not really
chocolate at all, since it does not contain
any cocoa solids. Dark or plain chocolate
on the other hand, falls into a completely
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different category.
A billion-dollar industry, some would
argue there is nothing better than the indulgence of a square of decadent dark
chocolate. We consider it a treat and an
aphrodisiac, but this very sensual food
was once thought to be an evil potion.
Believed to have been discovered around
1500 BC in South America by the Olmec
Indians, cocoa beans were once so precious only the very wealthy had access to
them, and the Aztecs once used them as
currency.
Easter brings chocolate eggs, bunnies and
chickens, along with Easter egg hunts.
The giving of eggs at Easter came long
before Christianity was introduced, where
the earliest Easter eggs were decorated
duck or hen eggs painted with vegetable
dyes. Many Easter traditions have been
around for centuries, including Easter
bonnets and Easter parades, but the practice of decorating eggs is believed to date
back to at least the 13th century. The 17th
and 18th centuries saw egg-shaped toys
given to children at Easter, but it wasn’t
until the early 19th century that saw the

introduction of chocolate, initially in
France and Germany. The Victorians
took it a step further, lavishly decorating
small cardboard boxes and eggs with satin
and ribbons, and filling them with Easter-themed chocolates and gifts.
The tradition of giving and receiving
Easter eggs has long been a celebration
of the spring equinox, and is believed to
be an adaptation of ancient pagan practices. Most chocolate eggs were solid in
the early days of this new artistic confection, but as processes were developed
and techniques refined, hollow eggs were
mass produced and became very popular.
For some, the most coveted Easter eggs
of all are not made of chocolate, but are
the small, exquisite, jewel-encrusted creations made by Peter Carl Fabergé in the
19th century.
Whether hollow chocolate, fondant-filled,
solid, or crafted with paints and dyes, the
egg in many cultures and countries around
the world, represents rebirth, fertility and
is a symbol of new life—it is also a celebration of springtime.

Growing With Pride
Since 2000
A COUNTY ORIGINAL

 LA PERGOLA RESTAURANT

 TASTINGS & WINE BOUTIQUE

 EVENT VENUE & BANQUET HALL

 THE PERFECT WEDDING SETTING

Start your Prince Edward County experience at one of the most established and largest
vineyards in the County. Featuring more than 15 varieties of wine and Italian inspired cuisine.

THE PRIDE OF PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY

CASADEAESTATES.COM / 866 578 3445
1186 Greer Road Wellington Ontario

